CASE STUDY

Orange Increases Digital Marketing Agility
with Tag Management
As Orange Switzerland’s digital marketing evolved, managing tags became
time consuming. Tealium iQ removed complexity and reduced reliance on IT.

CHALLENGES

SOLUTION

• Valuable resources were being spent
managing tags manually across all
of Orange’s web properties

• The Tealium iQ tag management system,
which allows marketers to easily manage
tagging requirements, increased tag
efficiency

• Provided the digital marketing team
with new-found agility

• Tealium’s technical support ensured
optimal utilization of the tool

• Reduced tag deployment times from
weeks to hours

• Marketing department needed an
easier way to manage tags and reduce
reliance on IT

RESULTS
™

• Reduced reliance on technical teams
by 75 percent

Orange entered the Swiss mobile market in
1999. Today, with over 900 employees and
1.68 million customers, Orange Switzerland
leads the mobile domestic internet market.
As Orange Switzerland’s digital marketing
evolved and incorporated new vendors,
managing tags became increasingly time
consuming and complex. Three technical
teams were managing tags manually across
Orange’s web properties (e-shop, retention
site and Orange portal), causing considerable
strain on valuable development resources.

Choosing a Tag Management
Solution (TMS)
To increase marketing agility, Orange
Switzerland’s marketing department needed
an easier way to manage its tags and reduce
reliance on IT development cycles. Following
a thorough review of the market, Tealium iQ
was selected to address these challenges.
Tealium iQ’s TMS was implemented in
May 2011, and key to their decision was:
• Reduced reliance on IT: Tealium iQ’s
ease‑of-use has made managing existing
tags simple and efficient. For instance,
after the launch of the iPhone 5, one
tag began to cause load issues on the
order confirmation page. The marketing
department was able to investigate and
fix the problem, minimizing the loss of
conversions during an important and
profitable launch period.

• Flexibility: With over 30 tags successfully
implemented and managed over multiple
sites, Orange Switzerland has the flexibility
to increase the sophistication of its digital
marketing activities. The company has since
effectively implemented Google AdWords
and SiteCatalyst on all mobile applications,
as well as re-tag its newly designed e-shop.

Now, the marketing team is able to implement
new tags, or isolate faulty tags, in a matter
of hours. The comprehensive management
of digital marketing campaigns across
multiple sites became far easier for the
marketing team as internal processes became
more streamlined, and they were able to
retain greater control.

• World-class support: The Tealium
technical support team ensured Orange
Switzerland fully optimized Tealium iQ.
After implementation, Orange Switzerland
was able to swiftly and effectively deploy
tags from multiple vendors, including
DoubleClick, Webtrends, Appnexus, Zanox
and Optimost, across its web properties.

About Tealium

Solution Success
Tealium iQ has successfully streamlined
Orange Switzerland’s tag management
process, eliminating the complexity of
implementing tags manually, significantly
reducing reliance on the company’s three
technical departments, and increasing
digital marketing agility.

Tealium is the leader in real-time unified
marketing solutions, helping brands seamlessly
integrate their siloed applications and data,
and drive more profitable interactions across
all digital touch points. Tealium’s open platform
for tag management and data enrichment
enables marketers to bring order to chaos and
build better customer experiences. Founded
in 2008, Tealium was recently named to the
Inc. 500, which recognizes the fastest-growing
private companies in America. For more
information, please visit www.tealium.com.

Orange Switzerland’s comprehensive use of
Tealium iQ has provided the digital marketing
team with new-found agility which was
previously lacking. The marketing team found
they no longer needed to rely so heavily on
their IT team. In fact, this reliance was reduced
by 75%. Without Tealium iQ, the process of
deploying tags could take several weeks.
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